Abode of Achievements
Soaring Heights of Professional Excellence!

RISE Groups of Institutions
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to JNTUK, Kakinada)
Engineering (M.Tech. & B.Tech.), MBA & MCA
NH-5, Ongole.
Dear Parents, Dear Students and Dear Professionals,

The RISE Groups surrender their reverence, at the very outset, to your scholarly vision of excellence and YOU too, owing to your unique personality and ambitions!

This is a blissful experience to The RISE Groups to share their views, thoughts and profile with you since their mission includes nurturing of great scholarship in the minds like yours and to pave the way for making the greatest possible strides on the part of the 21st century India!

Breathing life into parents’ aspirations and students’ achievements is the ultimate determination of the RISE Groups.

Please proceed.

Thanks in advance for your scholarly interest.
**RISE Groups of Institutions**

The RISE Groups of Institutions, Ongole, are located on the National Highway No.5 towards Nellore at Valluru Village just after 9 kilometers from Ongole town in Prakasam district, in Andhra Pradesh.

Why should anyone know about the RISE Groups as they are located in the rural ambience and whom so many corporate colleges are available in and around the most noted cities like Hyderabad aiming at captivating students’ attention?

A pertinent question indeed!

The RISE Groups have definite, convincing and dependable answers.

Let us analyze the details from A to Z.

---

**Four Core Voices**

Indian professionals have to demonstrate their scholarship to prove their unique talents. They have to represent our nation's worth too. Sharpening of their academic, personal, career and leadership skills must be their first task in the process of their career journey. I, as the Chairman of the RISE Groups, am committed to provide our students with the best possible facilities.

---

Organizations can stand in the forefront of success only when they invite employees possessing impressive human values. Success on the part of an individual employee does not simply mean the currency one receives. It also means the employee's determined dedication to stand by the vision of the organization. Value-based career life is the ultimate achievement one ought to aspire for. I put all my efforts to prove that the RISE students do inculcate among themselves the right human values besides professional talents.

---

We are nurturing the best possible qualities among our students right from the first day of their entry into our campus. We are striving to become a solution spot for all parents and students and see their success in reality. We want to be in the happy association of our students and parents since one of our cardinal aims is to be a part of their excellence.

---

Successful professional education should pave the way for successful career. We, therefore, focus more on sharpening of our students’ wholesome progress in our campus. We train our students to be self-reliant with respect to the enrichment of their profile. We are confident that our students are sure to prove their skills and adapt themselves to all global standards and expectations. We are committed to facilitate ultimate satisfaction to our students, parents and professionals.

---
A Snap-Set View of RISE

The RISE Groups were inaugurated on the 5th of October in 2009 and thus they are very young. The RISE Groups are comprised of two integrated campuses named after RISE Gandhi Group of Institutions and RISE Prakasam Group of Institutions offering Engineering M.Tech. (ECE & CSE), B.Tech (BCE, BEE, CSE, Civil & Mechanical) MBA and MCA in both the campuses. The intake of admissions is as the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISE Gandhi Group</th>
<th>RISE Prakasam Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PG Courses</strong></td>
<td><strong>PG Courses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECE</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UG Courses</strong></td>
<td><strong>UG Courses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECE</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEE</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mech.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The RISE Groups have the credit of getting 100% admissions in the very second year after their inauguration. The RISE Management established the campuses with the fullest awareness that most of the professional colleges, today, across Andhra Pradesh and India are at crossroads. Yet the RISE Management opened doors for two integrated campuses since it believes in the most inspiring principle that ‘Inaction creates vacuum, action removes it and brings out quality’.

Since the RISE Management also believes in the fact that ‘devotion based on determination is sure to reap the best possible results in the field of professional education’, it experiences pride in inviting the most noted and industrious career organizations to the RISE campuses for Placement Events. The RISE students stand in the forefront to demonstrate their professionalism. Their efficient profile is the result of unparalleled teamwork in the RISE campuses. Students, here, aren’t just taught. They are nurtured with parental care and virtues. RISE students are truly eligible and fit to be placed in all organizations of truthful vision and mission.
For the Eyes of Critical Vision

We would experience true comfort in inviting all those interested in professional excellence and education to evaluate all our thoughts and system with critical vision. Since we would always wish to thrive on our determined efforts based on humane vision we want to be frank and open in all our expressions. Yes, we do.

The Chairman and the Secretary-cum-Correspondent of the RISE Groups wish to run the campuses with an objective commitment. They always keep the RISE parents’ aspirations in their priority list and thereby they wish to be very particular in dealing with the everyday proceedings related to policies, students, and developmental aspects.

Lofty Wisdom

We have two categories of admission into our courses in all branches. Firstly, the Conveners of GATE, and EAMCET (Engineering, Agricultural and Medical Common Entrance Test) and ICET (Integrated Common Entrance Test) appointed by the government will allot students based on their selection criteria and secondly, the RISE Management has permission to admit students under the Management Quota. The convener quota is administered as per the guidelines prescribed by the government and with regard to the Management Quota one should note that the RISE Management admits students of excellent academic record. Most of the students admitted under Management Quota are of the best academic record track. Yes, they are.

Students whose scores are more than 90% are generally given admission and the RISE Management will have the closest possible assessment view on all the students getting admission into various courses.
No Compromise, Please.
Time is Time, That’s All

The RISE Management, Directors and Faculty Members give utmost preference to the principle of punctuality! If any student is late or doesn’t come to college the information is conveyed to the parents just after half an hour of the commencement of the first teaching class. The RISE Groups have a special team to look into this principle of punctuality!

It might look funny! But in the eyes of the RISE commitment, it is a prerequisite of excellence.

The RISE Management started two Integrated Campuses when people were of the opinion that the establishment of professional educational institutions during recession was a stupid idea! Of course, they might be right. But the RISE management has a different vision of excellence.

The Management organizes the parents’ meetings from time-to-time to discuss and solve various problems of students and issues related to their progress and development.

Uniformity

Since the RISE Management likes the principle of uniformity and its glory, it prescribed uniform both for the RISE students and staff. The RISE students do come in the uniform to campuses from Monday to Friday and they are permitted to wear the approved dresses of their choice on Saturday. And on Saturday, all the RISE staff members including the Management come in the prescribed uniform who generally are permitted to come in the approved dresses of their choice from Monday to Friday. The RISE campuses respect the principle of ‘Preach not, what you practice not’!

Recorded Record

The RISE Groups maintain a record of the academic performance, behavior and attitude of all students based on close observation and monitoring. The students’ overall performance is recorded in the concerned register and communicated to their parents from time to time and they are provided with dependable counselling for future excellence.
RISE Mentoring System

RISE Mentoring System is one of the RISE unique features. Students in each class are divided into groups and each group is kept under the devoted mentorship of a Professor. The mentoring professor is responsible for the overall progress of each individual student. The mentoring professor will provide timely assistance to the students for their wholesome all-round development. The mentoring professors are responsible to the RISE In-charge Professors in all their activities. The In-charge Professors work under the supervision and guidance of the Directors who finally function under the developmental vision of the RISE Management. Thus the RISE students are in the safest hands of committed care.

Steady RISE Study Hours

The RISE students are under strict supervision of the RISE Study-Hour-Supervisors. The supervisors maintain a close focus on the RISE students’ academic needs and provide the best possible solutions to their limitations and problems.

Intact Glory of Girl-Students

Reasons might be many but the girl-students today are on their toes to prove their mettle. The RISE Management has a special focus to respect their aspirations. It always wishes to stand on the girls’ side and their rights in their mission of excellence. Parental and organizational expectations are given utmost importance in the RISE campuses. Special programmes are organized for the girl-students to strengthen their individuality, confidence and achievement attitude.
Richest Resources
Since the RISE Groups have been established with lofty academic, personal and professional objectives in mind, special attention is always paid to provide unparalleled resources.

RISE Lab-World
The Computer Lab, the Language Lab and other labs like Vivekananda Planet in the RISE campuses form a unique world of excellence. Technical skill development on the part of the RISE students is taken up as a mission in these labs. Individual nurturing is aimed at sharpening of intellectuality and supplementing of deserving scholarship. Students are given special training to improve their linguistic skills and follow Received Pronunciation in the Language Labs. Students’ communication needs are given special focus in the RISE campuses. The English faculty members have commendable linguistic expertise in the RISE Groups.
**RISE Library**

The RISE Library needs a special mention. Since books are the best companions of students, the RISE students are provided with the richest books published by different sources across the world. Special library hours are created in the time-table and students are encouraged to develop self-study habits. The RISE libraries possess both National and International magazines to supplement the students’ scholarship needs. Our students will have the Digital Library facility very shortly in the campuses.

**Wi-Fi Connectivity**

To provide students with the facility of continuous connectivity with internet, the RISE Groups are fully equipped with the Wi-Fi provision. The RISE Management encourages students to be abreast of latest developments in the concerned fields and so they are given special assistance to buy laptops at the most economical price in the very first year of their admission. The Wi-Fi provision has been proved to be very useful to students to be comprehensive in their efforts.

The RISE campuses have no power disturbances at all. The UPS and generator facility keeps the campuses powerful with continuous power supply.

**RISE Hostels and Canteen**

Students buy time and space to excel in their efforts of professional talents. So they join hostels. Since the RISE Groups respect students’ aspirations, they take special care to provide homely ambience in the RISE hostels maintained separately for boys and girls. The RISE Management maintains strict supervision to provide delicious dishes to students in the RISE canteen. Special faculty members are recruited to supervise the hostel students’ study-hour, practice and food needs.
**Colourful Success Rainbow**
The RISE campuses are known for many success events. RISE Carnival is an occasion celebrated every year to demonstrate the students’ creativity. The RISE Groups bagged the KL University-Enadu District Cricket Trophy. Fusion, for example, is an occasion to provide a platform to all professional students across India to prove their technical strength and creativity. Various fests take place in the RISE campuses all through the year. Students, for example, demonstrate their talents every week in the RISE Confluence. One of our students, Ms. Silohu received a state award from the honourable Governor of Andhra Pradesh Mr. E.S.L. Narasimhan for standing first in the state level elocution competition on the occasion of the National Voters’ Day.
**Dr. Daggubati Purandeswari, Honourable Union Minister, HRD, Government of India**

“I have long been aware of the unparalleled devotion and determination of the RISE Management duo. So success on their part is not any surprise to me. I am sure to witness many more achievement stories from the RISE Campuses in the days to come too.”

---

**Mr. M. Mabedhar Reddy, Honourable Minister, Municipal Administration & Urban Development, Government of A.P.**

“Today’s professional students have a special accountability to aim at national excellence too besides the organizational development and their personal and career progress. The RISE students are apt to get rich appreciation for their lofty vision of excellence.”

---

**Mr. Nara Chandrababu Naidu, Honourable TDP Supremo**

“I have been quite observant in the RISE Groups. I am very much impressed with the keen sense of the students’ zeal to learn and the professors’ eagerness to nurture professionalism. I appreciate the RISE Management for designing a great campus just in two years.”

---

**Mr. M. Venkata Naidu, Honourable M.P., National Leader, BJP**

“Education must pave the way for making great strides in all aspects of life. Students must nurture humane values in addition to the academic scholarship to prove their originality. They must design their goal-chart on the basement of their parents’ aspirations. May the RISE students stand in the forefront while proving their qualities!”

---

**Mr. K. Sudheer Reddy, Principal Consultant, L&D, Infosys, Hyderabad**

“Organizations accord rich reception to those aspirants who possess a strong personality based on situational leadership. We expect leaders today from the professional institutions and not just certified students. Leadership provides direction in any situation. I am convinced of the RISE students’ and their professors’ leadership.”

---

**Mr. Kanthibai Dande, IAS, Collector, Prakasam District**

“Career must not be confined just to employment. It ought to encompass all aspects of life. Life Career, therefore, should be one of the most popular objectives of the professional students today. Professionalism has to be nurtured with greater care. I am happy to find great determination on the part of the Faculty and Management to develop professional skills among the RISE students.”

---

**Mr. M. Srinivasulu Reddy, Honourable M.P., Ongole**

“If anyone wants success, one should always be aware of the secret behind it. In my opinion, the secret of success is breathing life into youthful idealism always. Today’s youths must be strong and powerful both in their thinking and execution. They must provide true meaning to their ideals. I would expect all the RISE students to be the rising stars of future India.”

---

**Dr. G. Tulasi Ram Das, Honourable Vice-Chancellor, JNTUK, Kakinada**

“Competition is an opportunity to prove one’s mettle. If students are on their toes to prove themselves to be true competitors, their success graph is always impressive. The two integrated campuses of the RISE Groups are putting their best possible efforts to make their students global competitors. I wish them better than the best.”
Readymade Professionalism

With so many efforts aimed at excellence, the RISE students are making appreciative progress. Their efforts never go unnoticed. So the industrious students are always honoured in the RISE campuses. Students who show remarkable progress in their academic performance are honoured with the Triple “P” (PPP) awards. The letters stand for Prestigious Proactive Performer. The Triple “P” awards are given based on the students’ performance in the in-campus examinations.

The RISE Groups of Institutions are known for a unique feature, i.e. Colour Categorization of Students, which is meant for the students’ unparalleled academic progress. The students, based on their performance in the internal campus examinations, are grouped under different colour categories and they are given encouragement and provided with all the required facilities to reach the top category of appreciation. This method has resulted in remarkable development in the students’ attitude, performance and their goal orientation.

The students who show exemplary performance in the university examinations are honoured with different titles and awards. The students who get more than 90% in the university examinations are honoured with the title RISE Ranker, those who get more than 85% are honoured with the title RISE Topper, those who get more than 80% are awarded with the title RISE Achiever and those who show 100% attendance are honoured with the title RISE Trendsetter!

Appreciation to the deserving is one of the guiding principles of the RISE philosophy! Not only students, even the faculty members showing the exemplary performance are honoured with reverence, awards and incentives in the RISE campuses!

The RISE Groups, thus, are committed to provide the best to the career organizations, society, India and the world too!

The RISE Groups would request parents, students and professionals to pay a visit to the campuses and make a worthy judgment. The RISE Groups like honesty and openness in all their thoughts and actions!
RISE Groups of Institutions
(Approved by AICTE & Affiliated to JNTUK, Kakinada)

RISE Gandhi Group of Institutions
Engineering (M.Tech. & B.Tech.), MBA & MCA
(Integrated Campus)

RISE Prakasam Group of Institutions
Engineering (M.Tech. & B.Tech.), MBA & MCA
(Integrated Campus)

NH-5, Valluru – 523 272, Ongole, Prakasam District, Andhra Pradesh.
Reach us at: (08592) 204251, 204252 Mobile No. +91 9393557585
E-mail IDs: rise_gandhi@yahoo.com | rise_prakasam@yahoo.com

www.risegroup.edu.in